APPENDIX 1

QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ON LAND IN MALAYSIA

Greetings, I am a master student of University of Malaya. I am conducting a survey on environmental policy on land of Malaysia. Environmental policy related closely to Malaysian citizens. This paper is based on how you think about the environmental policy on land in Malaysia.

*This survey’s target will be focus on Malaysian government officers.
*The result of this questionnaire is used to analysis an impact of environmental policy over Malaysian citizens

Your answer does not matter right or wrong, only need a true reflection of your situation and views. I hope you can participate actively; your answers are completely confidential, Thank you for your support and cooperation!

1. Could you please introduce some historical issues of environmental policy on land in Malaysia?

2. What is the process of legislation of an environmental policy in Malaysia nowadays?

3. How many policies on environmental protection especially on land in Malaysia? What are they?
4. Can the policies what you mentioned really protect Malaysian environment?

5. The core environmental policy, ‘National policy on Environment in 2002’, it seldom mentioned protection policies on land. How do you think about it?

6. If land was polluted by human activities, such as agricultural, industrial and domestic activities, which policy can protect it effectively?

7. Just now, you told me, Malaysian environmental policy on land is like a baby. So could you please tell me, what kind of policy will be made by Malaysian government?

8. Do you think Malaysian government should borrow other countries’ experience in the process of making and implementing environmental protection policies on land?

9. China and Malaysia are both Asian developing countries. How do you think of making corporations with China?

10. How do you think the future of environmental policy on land in Malaysia?

Thank you very much!